


Now it’s easy to validate 
a digital signature.
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The role of DS Verify



Establishing management controls over which types of electronic
signatures can be accepted in a given process is essential for all
organizations.

The validator allows you to understand whether or not the signature
affixed to a certain electronic document is a qualified signature
(equivalent in legal terms to a handwritten signature, complying with all the
requirements imposed by the eIDAS Regulation).

It is good practice to attach the report issued by the validator to the verified
document to ensure the compliance of qualified electronic signatures in the
immediate and long term.
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In accordance with eIDAS Regulation, DS Verify is a qualified service that 
benefits from the presumption of veracity of all the information described in 
the validation report, serving as future evidence in case of a legal dispute.

Your organization can set specific criteria for accepting different types of 
electronic signatures, depending on the processes they are intended for.

DS Verify can be used free of charge and manually for moderate 
consumption through our website.
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On-premise installation on the client side is recommended, allowing
the automation of queries and the process of accepting/rejecting
electronic documents.

In case of high 
validation volumes 

A typical high volume scenario occurs in electronic invoices in CIUS-PT
(XML) or PDF format, which, according to DL 28/2019, must contain a
qualified electronic signature or seal of the invoice issuer, which must
be validated before acceptance.

The on-Premises installation allows the visualization of dashboards for
process control, with data analysis and real-time statistics, making it
possible to define and manage the acceptance policies for the
different types of electronic signatures.



The transition from paper to 
electronic documents is an ongoing 
process, and validation of electronic 
signatures should be mandatory to 

provide legal certainty to any 
electronic documents received.
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How does DS Verify work?
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Select DS Verify 
from the DigitalSign
website menu
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Access DS Verify
by clicking on the
marked image
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1 - Push your 
document onto 
the image 
2 – Click on the 
arrow and select 
the document

1

2
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Get the validation 
report
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Explore the 
reports



Easy and simple
Validation!



www.digitalsign.pt


